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• Given a Reddit post, I would like to predict its popularity as measured by 
the number of  upvotes it receives. 

• The amount of  upvotes a post receives impacts its visibility on the site. It is 
therefore important to understand the relative significance a post’s features 
have on its popularity.

• I utilize NLP techniques such as GloVe word embeddings and sentiment 
classification in addition to post metadata using Linear, KNN, and Random 
Forest Regression tackle this problem.

• Raw data consists of  json entries of  all Reddit submissions over the first 6 
months of  2018 with 96 fields that encompass the post's information and 
metadata.

• After processing and filtering out posts without text content, we obtain all 
submissions falling under the subreddit AskReddit.

• Features are generated using the post’s text, such as sentiment classification 
and embedding representation. These features are used in combination with 
provided post features to predict the upvote score of  a post.
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Future Work
• Embedding representations for a subset of  the comments would also be a beneficial 

feature in popularity prediction. 
• Reddit specific word embeddings can be generated with GloVe given a corpus of  data 

that may be more suitable for this task. 
• Finally, this popularity prediction can be applied to other subreddits and can utilize 

features that do not solely depend on text, such as attached images or links.

• num_comments - Number of  post comments: Natural number
• gilded - Number of  times gilded:  Natural number
• over_18 - Is for mature audiences: 2D one hot encoded vector.

Figure 2: R-Squared vs. Model

Figure 1: RMSE vs. Model

Random Forest 
Regression utilizing the 
mean of  word 
embeddings as features 
exhibited the best 
performance, with an 
RMSE value of  301.32 
and and R2 value of  
0.7855. This 
outperformed the 
baseline by 53.49%. 

Raw Features:

Derived Features:
• hour - Hour of  day of  post creation: 24D one-hot-encoded-vector.
• day - Day of  week of  post creation: 7D one-hot-encoded-vector.
• title_length- Length of  title:  Natural number
• sentiment – Positive/Negative: 2D one-hot-encoded-vector.
• embeddings – MOWE of  post title: 300D vector.

Ordinary least squared loss cost and default learning rate of  
0.0001 were used.

2) K-Nearest-Neighbors Regression
KNN Regression considers examples that are closest together 
in the feature space. After finding the 5 nearest neighbors to a 
particular example, the average of  these neighbors' scores is 
used as the predicted value. For this model, the standard 
Euclidian distance function is used:

3) Random Forest Regression
Utilizes a combination of  multiple decision trees and the average 
score of  these trees to arrive at a score prediction. Uses 
bootstrap aggregation to continuously randomly sample 
examples from the training data to fit decision trees. After doing 
this random sample with replacement and thereby obtaining B 
decision trees, the prediction for a test example is given by:

This model is inflexible and subject to high bias.

This model is very flexible and subject to high variance.

Bootstrap aggregation reduces variance and allows for good 
bias-variance tradeoff  balance.

Metrics

Models utilizing word 
embeddings as marginally 
outperform those 
without. Specifically, 
utilizing word 
embeddings with 
Random Forest 
Regression brought about 
a 1.1% decrease in 
RMSE. Furthermore, a 
thorough ablative analysis 
uncovers that the most 
important features in 
order of  importance are 
num_comments, gilded, 
and embeddings.


